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Over 900 students and teachers participated in
the 1994 Academic Games National Tourna-
ment at the Oglebay Resort in Wheeling, West

MpSANS Virginia, April 24 - 27,1 994.KES cHAA E^ . NEW pRLSWEEpgT
sENI FrtNG Partici ants arrived on Sunda to five da s of beautifuly yp, HE SHA

„WE pI0 I weather in a gorgeous mountain setting. When players were not in
tournaments , they enjoyed swimming , paddle boating , walking and jogging, golf, a full

zoo, a dance , movies , bingo , and many other individual activities . The Oglebay Resort setting was breathtaking and
the weather seemed to be divinely sent. Participants stayed in the Wilson Lodge, three of the chalets , eighteen of the
modern cabins nestled in the woods , or in nearby hotels.

Competition was held in six different games -- EQUATIONS, ON-SETS, WORLD EVENTS, PRESIDENTS,
LINGUISHTIK, and PROPAGANDA -- in four different Divisions -- Elementary (4-6), Middle (7-8), Junior (9-10), and
Senior ( 11-12). Individual and team titles were determined in 24 different categories . Lists of the first place winners
appear on later pages.

Each of the six game tournaments involved four rounds
of competition split between two days. At the comple-
tion of the four regular rounds , undefeated individuals
began single elimination playoffs to determine the in-
dividual titles . In addition , team section winners faced
each other in single elimination playoffs for the team
championships. Competition areas were like 3-ring
circuses . As the final round of one tournament ended,
the first round of the next tournament began within 15
minutes. Some students played every round of every
tournament , though most entered only four or five tour-
naments and left some time for fun and socialization.

Awards were presented on Wednesday evening. Over
1,000 Thinker replicas went to the top ten individuals
and top three teams in each Division in each Tourna-
ment. Outstanding students and teachers were also
recognized . The most coveted award,

DING-A-LING, was given amidst much laughter to
Travis Ricks of Lansing, MI.

JUNIOR SWEEPSTAKES CHAMPS
"THE UNTOUCHABLES" - CHICAGO



Message from the

AGLOA Board
AGLOA Academic Games competitions are for students. All of our focus
is on helping students learn. The "games" that are used in the tourna-
ments challenge the students academically -- challenge them to learn more
about the subject matter. The more they learn, the better they do. Motiva-
tion to learn is our paramount purpose.

Human relations training is also high on our "purpose" heirarchy. AGLOA
tournaments are centered about three-person matches. Players must re-
spond to the skills and the personalities of their fellow competitors. By the
nature of the games, no player remains passive. Students learn to de-
velop composure, discipline, and poise.

Recognition for being good students is the third of our major focuses.
Often recognition in schools goes only to the outstanding athletes. Such
positive reinforcement also belongs to the excellent students. AGLOA
tournaments provide that recognition.

Fun is at the heart of our character. Even though Academic Games play-
ers are focussed and intent, they have fun. So do the teachers. There is a
positive spirit that pervades AGLOA tournaments and stays with partici-
pants for the rest of their lives.

We are proud of the tens of thousands of students who are alumni of Aca-
demic Games tournaments and have gone on to become leaders in many
walks of life. We are excited about the prospect of providing challenging
experiences for many more generations of quality students.

1995 National Site
Announced

The AGLOA Academic Games National Tournament will be re-
turning to Oglebay Resort in Wheeling, West Virginia, for 1995.
Resounding enthusiasm was heard from all participants for the
comfort, convenience, safety, and fun of Oglebay. The profes-
sionalism and courtesy of the Oglebay staff was often mentioned.
General terms have already been set with Oglebay; final details
of the Tournament will be distributed in December.

AGLOA Board members are actively seeking other sites for the
1996 tournaments and beyond. The most interest has centered
around the New Orleans area, so the Board is working actively
with local convention facilities there. Washington, D.C., and
Florida are also active considerations.

Bonnie Burt
Jefferson Parish, LA

Paula Hidalgo
Orleans Parish, LA

R. Lawrence Liss
Board Chairperson

Michael Steigerwald
MLAG, MI

R. Lawrence Liss, Director
214 2nd Terrace

Palm Beach Gardens , FL 33418



What Games
Are Played •

AGLOA , Inc. sponsors six different games tour-
naments.

Three tournaments involve interactive cube
games in which three players make alternate
moves. Each player's moves introduce new ele-
ments into the game that all players must follow.

Three tournaments are question/answer games
in which each player in the tournament plays
against all other players and tries to achieve the
highest score. Questions/clues are read aloud
by a central reader. Players have limited time to
answer.

Each player and team enters only the tourna-
ments that they choose.

Players are grouped by grades into four Divisions:
Elementary (4-6), Middle (7-8), Junior (9-10), and
Senior (11-12). Players play individually. A team
consists of five players, whose individual scores
are added together to make the team score.

Interactive Cube Games

III
EQUATIONS,
copyright of WFF'N PROOF Publishers

Creative mathematics involving the operations +,
-, x, /, *, and many others . The mathematics at
each level is tailored to the grade level. Elemen-
tary students use +, -, x , /, and only whole num-
ber powers and roots ; Middle students work
heavily with fractions , decimals, and variables;
High School students are challenged to use re-
peating decimals, modular arithmetic, fractional
powers , and many other Adventurous Variations.
Players must react to the moves of their oppo-
nents and create new solutions.
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PROPAGANDA
copyright of Robert W. Allen

Competitive analysis of propaganda
techniques that are used by politicians,
news media, advertisers , and others. Over 50 dif-
ferent techniques are explored. Fresh examples
from current publications and television are used
in the tournaments.

WORLD EVENTS, non-published
Both Current Events and a Theme are played; all
questions have four multiple -choice answers.

Current events deals with the major events world-
wide during the most recent two years.

Theme questions allow players to make use of re-
source books of their own choosing or their own
construction . Players must verify their answers in
their resources . Themes vary every year; recent
topics have included American Revolution, Space
Exploration, U.S. Geography, and the Soviet Union.

PRESIDENTS , non-published

Encourages students to learn of the history , politi-
cal dealings , and personalities of the Presidents
of the United States. "Questions" are actually a
series of three clues to the identity of the presi-
dent. Players can answer early for maximum points
or later for fewer.

LINGUISHTIK , copyright of Robert W. Allen

Creative construction of words and grammatically
correct sentences . Players define the game by
their plays to the mat. Each player must react to
the moves of opponents. When a player chal-
lenges to Win , he/she must (as an example) form
a word (using only the letters that have been
played on the mat) that is a verb and use it in the
past tense in a Subject-Verb-Direct Object sen-
tence. Spell all words correctly.

ON-SETS , copyright of W

Set theory creations
EQUATIONS.

F'N PROOF Publishers

similar in format to
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TEACHER
COACHES

LILLIE HALL

BRIAN LEROY ROD HARDAMON
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ELEMENTARY
SWEEPSTAKES CHAMPS

"EAGLE LEGEND" - NEW ORLEANS

MIDDLE
SWEEPSTAKES CHAMPS

"N.O. ALL STARS " - NEW ORLEANS

KURT WILSON &
CHRIS TRAPANI

SWEEPSTAKES
CHAMPIONS SINDHU SRINIVAS

MASON SMITH, MONIQUE WONDERLY
& ROD HARDAMON



LINGUISHTIK LEADERS
JEFFERSON "DELUXE EDITIONU

WORLD EVENTS WINNERS
WEST VIRGINIA RESA I "DRAGONSU

CUBE GAME MASTERS
"EMPIRE STRIKES BACKU
DETROIT RENAISSANCE

SENIOR CHAMPIONS

SENIOR TEAMS INDIVIDUALS

EQUATIONS: Detroit Renaissance Monique Wonderly
The Players Mason Smith

Rod Hardamon

ON-SETS: We Did the Shafting Mason Smith
New Orleans

WORLD EVENTS: Dragons, RESA I Rod Hardamon
West Virginia

PRESIDENTS: Hoover Lindsay McKenzie
Eliz Forward, PA

LINGUISHTIK: Death Ro Monique Wonderly
Ann Arbor, MI Mason Smith

Rod Hardamon

PROPAGANDA: We Did the Shafting Serina Perrier

SWEEPSTAKES: We Did the Shafting Mason Smith
New Orleans

JUNIOR CHAMPIONS

JUNIOR TEAMS j INDIVIDUALS

EQUATIONS: Detroit Renaissance Benjamin Coleman
Empire Strikes Back

ON-SETS: Detroit Renaissance Luke Mayne
Empire Strikes Back

WORLD EVENTS: Untouchables Sindhu Srinivas
Chicago, IL

PRESIDENTS: Fools Dressed Like Andy Messina
New Orleans, LA New Orleans

LINGUISHTIK: Detroit Renaissance Jeremy York
Empire Strikes Back Peter Edgerton

Sindhu Srinivas

PROPAGANDA: Legubrious Ganesh
Palm Beach, FL Narayanaswamy

SWEEPSTAKES: The Untouchables Sindhu Srinivas
Chicago, IL



MIDDLE CHAMPIONS

PRESIDENTS POWER
ELIZABETH FORWARD "HOOVER"

PROPAGANDA POISE
PALM BEACH "ACADEMIC SUNSHINE"

MIDDLE

EQUATIONS:

ON-SETS:

WORLD EVENTS:

PRESIDENTS:

LINGUISHTIK:

PROPAGANDA:

I SWEEPSTAKES :

TEAMS INDIVIDUALS

WASTES Kurt Wilson
Palm Beach , FL Nathan Monteleone

N.O. All Stars Kurt Wilson
New Orleans, LA

Master Minds David Faour
RESA VIII, WV

N.O. All Stars
New Orleans, LA

Chris Trapani

Mot Juste
Martin County, FL

N.O. All Stars

Ann Sun
Brian Shaw

Kurt Wilson

L New Orleans, LA

N.O. All Stars Chris Trapani
New Orleans, LA Kurt Wilson

ELEMENTARY CHAMPIONS

ELEMENTARY TEAMS AREAS

EQUATIONS: Prompt Succor Whiz Kids New Orleans, LA

ON-SETS: Prompt Succor Whiz Kids New Orleans, LA

WORLD EVENTS: Palm Beach Panthers Palm Beach, FL

PRESIDENTS: Palm Beach Panthers Palm Beach, FL

LINGUISHTIK: The Deluxe Edition Jefferson, LA

PROPAGANDA: Persuaders Palm Beach, FL
Academic Sunshine Palm Beach, FL

SWEEPSTAKES: Little Woods New Orleans, LA



Academic Games Lea gues of America (AGLOA), Inc. is a
non-profit , educational organization dedicated to providing a series of academic com-
petitions for students throughout the country. AGLOA has chosen a selection of pub-
lished and non -published games and developed a set of Tournament Rules which
are reviewed and modified each year at the National Tournament.

A School District or group of Districts usually sponsors a local League . AGLOA, Inc.,
provides the official Tournament Rules and sample scoresheets, registration forms,
and other Tournament guidelines. In its first year, a League usually limits itself to one
to three games . Typically, they would play EQUATIONS or LINGUISHTIK and one of
the question/answer games . For the question/answer games , AGLOA, Inc. provides
questions, which may be supplemented by the local league.

Several states -- Michigan, Louisiana , Florida, Pennsylvania, West Virginia -- now
sponsor State or Regional Tournaments . Players qualify for the National Tournament
through their League play or their State/Regional Tournaments.

For more information about Academic Games Leagues of America, Inc., contact:

ACLOA iflC
214 2nd Terrace
Palm Beach Gardens , FL 33418
(407) 434-8128

Please send me information on the Academic Games League of America, Inc.

NAME:

SCHOOL/DISTRICT:

ADDRESS:

PHONE:
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